SPI: Supporting the Success of Customer Companies with the Latest Version of SAP® ERP

Operating in three core business areas, Saha Pathana Inter Holding (SPI) is a complex organization. Investing in 151 group companies, it also leases real estate and provides utilities services. And, operating industrial parks across Thailand, SPI supports the government’s push to better distribute income across rural areas.

Dedicated to helping its business customers succeed, SPI needed the most powerful IT platform available to manage transactions across business areas and customer segments. Upgrading to the latest version of the SAP® ERP application, SPI has reduced manual accounting processes and increased control over assets and data. All this means that SPI is running better, which means SPI customers run better too.
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BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION

The company’s top objectives
- Standardize financial and accounting systems across subsidiaries
- Expand the footprint of SAP® software to integrate cross-functional business processes
- Shorten lead time for consolidation of financial statements across subsidiaries

The resolution
- Engaged Netizen for its implementation experience with many of the group’s subsidiaries
- Received strong support from management to drive a successful implementation
- Adopted best practices to accelerate the upgrade to the latest version of the SAP ERP application

The key benefits
- Automated the billing process for utilities to reduce errors and lead time
- Reduced manual accounting processes, resulting in fewer overtime hours
- Improved control over fixed assets with better asset data, including location and ownership information

“Upgrading to the latest version of SAP ERP has helped build the core foundation of integrated processes for SPI, which in the end will lead to faster financial consolidation.”

Chuto Chirakunakorn, Project Manager, Saha Pathana Inter Holding Public Company Limited

TOP BENEFITS ACHIEVED

0.7%
Reduction in administration expenses as a percent of revenue

42%
Reduction in days sales outstanding

4%
Improvement in asset utilization